2:00 - 2:45pm: **GPAC briefing with Q&A.** Vida Maralani (U of Maryland and Chair of GPAC) and GPAC staff - Mary Jo Hoeksema and Suzanne Vieth - will provide an update on the year’s efforts and how APC can engage further.

2:45 - 3:30pm: APC officer updates, member updates and discussion of any initiatives or collaborations

**On the planning horizon for this year,** but please let us know what else we might work on:

- Planning for more remote meetings and special presentations (how often, on what topics, more GPAC briefings? How inclusive should these be (only directors, also administrators, or your centers’ faculty affiliates)
- Planning the fall meeting at UCLA, October 14-15, 2021. On April 29, we will take a straw poll of interest and/or willingness to attend in-person.
- Developing a library of NIH proposals for ‘borrowing.’
- Developing an APC Fellows program for advance doctoral and post-doc to raise their profiles and research
- Continue to work on shared efforts, similar to last year’s training collaboration grant.
- Other suggestions? Please send APC officers your ideas and we’ll bring them to the next membership meeting.